Abstract. Aimed at the characteristic of nonlinear and non-stationary of pressure drop, in this article a flow regime identification soft sensing method using wavelet-packet combined with probabilistic neural network is put forward. PNN is used as classier due to its good generalization ability and fast learning capability, case of on-line updating, and sound statistical foundation in Bayesian estimation theory. The features are extracted from the differential pressure fluctuation signals of the air-water two-phase flow in the horizontal pipe and the wavelet packet energy features of various flow regimes are obtained. Then combining the energy features with probabilistic neural network, a new way to identify flow regime by soft sensing is proposed.
Introduction
Today Gas-liquid two-phase flow widely exists in modern industry production. The two-phase flow and heat transfer character are extremely influence by the flow regimes. The flow regime identification is a hot question of international multi-phase flow field today [1] . So the accurate identification of flow regimes is important for the operation and design of interrelated instruments.
In recent years the technology of neural network and nonlinear signal analysis theory and so on have been used in every field [2] . All these give us a new method for two-phase flow identification. It is well known that a PNN is used as classier due to its good generalization ability and fast learning capability, case of on-line updating, and sound statistical foundation in Bayesian estimation theory. PNN has becomes an effective tool for solving many difficult classification problems in practice [3] [4] .
A novel method of flow regime identification based on wavelet packet decomposition and wavelet packet decomposition is proposed in this paper. Above all, the collected pressure-difference fluctuation signals are decomposed by the four-layer wavelet packet, and the decomposed signals in various frequency bands are obtained within the frequency domain. Then the wavelet packet energy eigenvectors of flow regimes are established. At last the wavelet packet energy eigenvectors are input into probabilistic neural network and flow regime intelligent identification can be performed. This study provided a new way to identify flow regime by soft sensing.
Probabilistic Neural Network
PNN is a kind of supervised neural network that is widely used in the area of pattern recognition, nonlinear mapping, and estimation of probability of class membership and likelihood ratios. The original PNN structure by Specht [5] is a network formulation of probability density estimation. PNN has proven to be more time efficient than conventional back-propagation based networks and has been recognized as an alternative in real-time classification problems.
The theory of PNN is simple explained based on two kind patterns. The test sample is
vector whose dimension is p . Where the sample either belong to A θ or 5th International Conference on Civil Engineering and Transportation (ICCET 2015) belong to B θ , that is to say
. According to Bayesian least risk rule, the decide-making rule is
In which condition function is
The sample can be normalized by next formula
And total N is the total count of training samples. Moreover we may suppose
If we enter formula（2）(3)and（4）to formula（1）then we can obtain
The above is the decide-making rule of two kind cases. For more kind cases, we may select the corresponding identified result of maximum ) ( X P k .When the sample is m kind, the decide-making rule is
Where N k ∈ and m k ≤ ≤ 1 . In this paper , the identify mode belong to four kind pattern. The architecture of the PNN is shown in Fig.1 . The PNN has four layers feed forward network including input layer, pattern layer , summation layer and output layer.The respond function of pattern is
Wavelet-packet energy
The wavelet packet method is a more subtle orthogonal decomposition method based on multi-resolution ratio. It can select the frequency band self-adaptively according to the characteristics of the analysed signals and ascertain the resolution ratio of the signals in different frequency bands [6] . The square of the signal's 2 norm is equal to the energy of X x11 x1N1 x12 x21 x2N2 x22 x31 x3N3 x32 Fig.1 Architecture of the probabilistic neural network original signal at the time region. So it is reliable that we use wavelet packet energy spectrum to denote the energy of the original signal. The signal of energy may select the sum of the square of various frequency bands. Supposing the corresponding energy of someone frequency bands is j E then we get:
represent the discrete points' amplitude of reconstruction signal j S and N is the sample length of the j subspace.
The test system introduction and the collection method of the data can be found in literature [7] . In this paper wavelet packet energy is selected as extract feature. Above all, the collected pressure-difference fluctuation signals are decomposed by the four-layer wavelet packet, and the decomposed signals in various frequency bands are obtained within the frequency domain. Then restructure the coefficient of the wavelet packet decomposition, and extract the signals of various frequency bands range (Fig.2 depicted the typical reconstructed signals of various band).Then the wavelet packet energy eigenvectors of flow regimes are established. At last the wavelet packet energy can be normalized by the maximal energy various frequency bands range. Tab.1 represents the test sample data and classification result of four flow-regimes.
Conclusions
There are identified results of PNN which are parts of the total in table I. From the table we can see that the right identified rate is high with PNN, where 151 samples can be right identified of 160 samples. The whole identification ratio reaches 94.4%. This may also prove that this method is reliable. Moreover comparing with BP neural network PNN is not only high identified velocity but also is high identified rate. 
